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Abstract— The method involving figuring out, gathering, setting 

up, and also which represents the actual applicable information 

in a very area while using examine involving existing programs 

and also the growth histories, understanding grabbed through 

area authorities, root concept, and also rising technological 

know-how within the area. Within this cardstock, all of us found 

a recommender technique applying rank process in which is built 

to accomplishing area investigation. Existing approaches used 

mining and recommender systems for domain analysis in this a 

ranking technique is added to it. The results show the 

improvement to existing approaches. 

Index Terms— Domain analysis, recommender systems, 

clustering, association rule mining, k-nearest neighbor, Standard 

ranking 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Domain analysis is identified with necessities analysis and 

large amount plan, yet is performed in a much more 

extensive extension and creates distinctive results. It 

envelops a group of frameworks in a space, instead of a 

solitary framework, creating an area model with 

parameterization to suit the contrasts and a standard 

construction modeling for creating programming segments. 

A perfect area model and building design would be material 

for the duration of the life burn from necessities analysis 

through upkeep. Peculiarity displaying is ordinarily used to 

catch the shared characteristics and variabilities of 

frameworks in an area throughout Space Analysis. The 

yield of peculiarity demonstrating will be some reusable 

possessions (parts, designs, area particular dialect, and so 

on.) to be sustained into the requisition designing stage for 

extreme programming items. In any case ebb and flow 

practice fails to offer a programmed methodology for 

consistent era of reusable stakes from peculiarity models. 

Albeit a few area analysis strategies, for example, Gimmick 

Situated Space Analysis (FODA) [17], and the Space 

Analysis and Nature (DARE) [13] have been created, these 

methodologies for the most part expect that examiners use 

existing prerequisites documentation and afterward 

physically or semi-physically assess the documentation to 

concentrate characteristics. They give minimal forthright 

backing to computerizing the errand of distinguishing 

gimmicks or for comprehension their structure standards. 

Thus, space analysis has a tendency to be truly work 

escalated, subordinate upon the aptitude of accessible 

experts or topic masters, and compelled by the accessibility 

of prerequisites details from past related activities. To 

address these issues, specialists have connected datamining 

and characteristic dialect handling (NLP) procedures to 

robotize the methodology of mining peculiarities from 

prerequisites determinations or venture stores [3, 8, 25]. In 

any case, these strategies are just helpful when an 

association has an accessible store of necessities details or 

other related stakes. Moreover, the mechanized analysis of  

existing reports is obliged to the gimmicks portrayed in 

those records. This methodology along these lines neglects 

to investigate the full extend of gimmicks that may be 

offered by contenders and does not help experts to 

investigate thoughts past the limits their current items. 

  

2. RELATED WORK 

This work overcomes any and all hardships between 

mechanized peculiarity recognition and recommender 

frameworks. We thusly give a short foundation overview on 

each of these ranges. A few specialists have awhile ago 

explored the utilization of data recovery techniques for 

developing gimmick models. For instance, the Area 

Analysis and Nature's turf (DARE) [13] utilizes semi-

computerized devices to concentrate space vocabulary from 

content sources, and afterward distinguishes basic space 

elements, capacities, and items, by bunching around related 

words and expressions. Chen et al. [8] physically build 

necessities relationship diagrams (RRG) from a few diverse 

prerequisites particulars and afterward utilize grouping 

strategies to consolidation them into a solitary space tree. 

Vander Alves et.al. [3] used the Vector Space Model 

(VSM) and Inert Semantic Analysis (LSA) to focus the 
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likeness in the middle of necessities and create an affiliation 

framework which is then bunched. A consolidating step is 

then executed to make the whole area characteristic  odel. 

Noppen et al. [16] enlarged this work by incorporating 

fluffy sets in the system to permit singular prerequisites to 

be copartnered into numerous gimmicks. Niu and 

Easterbrook [24, 25] created an on-interest bunching 

structure that gave self-loader help for examining useful 

necessities in a product offering [22]. Weston et al. [33] 

presented a device named Arborcraft, which makes 

gimmick models from prerequisites details by using 

bunching techniques to distinguish introductory gimmicks 

and after that a vocabulary dictionary and syntactic 

example matching to recognize characteristic variants. The 

essential impediments of these methodologies are their 

dependence after existing prerequisites determinations, and 

the imperatives connected with mining gimmicks from just 

a little handful of details. Then again, such prerequisites 

determinations give a deeper viewpoint of the item than our 

methodology has to surmise through breaking down several 

distinctive item particulars. The field of recommender 

frameworks has additionally been mulled over widely, 

however basically inside the connection of e-business 

frameworks, where various calculations have been created 

to model client inclination and make expectations. These 

calculations change incredibly, contingent upon the kind of 

information they use as a data to make the proposals. Case 

in point, some use content data about the things [26], or 

shared information of different clients' evaluations [31], or 

learning guidelines of the area [27], or half breed 

methodologies [28]. Considerable measures of work have 

been carried out in the region of assessing recommender 

frameworks [15] and on more up to date very proficient 

calculations, for example, those focused around framework 

factorization [19]. Regardless of the expansion of both of 

these fields, there has been almost no work consolidating 

recommender frameworks and necessities building. Work 

around there has concentrated on suggesting subjects of 

enthusiasm toward expansive scale online prerequisites 

discussions [7], and a large amount outline of conceivable 

uses and requisitions of recommender frameworks in this 

space [21]. The utilization of recommender frameworks in 

this paper expands on the considerable foundation of 

examination here. 

3. PROPOSED WORK 

In the proposed system a new standard ranking is applied on 

feature data set. The work is as done as follows  

A) Granularity determination: 

• To determine how many features to generate for a 

given product category 

• The ideal number of clusters K is computed as 

follows: 

          where Nj represents the total number of occurrences of 

termtj,  

 
B) Clustering feature descriptors: 

A predefined number of candidate clusterings are 

generated and then integrated into a final clustering  

C) Selecting the best cluster: 
In each iteration IDC selects and promotes the “best” 

cluster to the status of a feature.  

D)  Removing dominant terms: 
To remove dominant terms, all terms exhibiting 

weights above a predefined threshold (0.15) in the 

vector representing the centroid of the “best” cluster 

are selected.  

 

E) Post processing: 

1. removing misfits, 

2. recomputing centroids, 

3. checking for missing members, and finally 

4. merging similar features.  

 

F)  Feature naming: 
Each feature is named through identifying the medoid, defined 

as the descriptor that is most representative of the feature’s 

theme. 

G) Creating Initial Product Profile:  
First an initial product profile is constructed in a format 

compatible with the feature model. 

H)  Feature Recommendations  Association Rule 

Mining: 
Features within product categories exhibit various kinds of 

associations or disassociations which can be leveraged to 

improve the accuracy of feature recommendations. 

I) Feature Recommendations Using Binary kNN  
  The kNN algorithm computes a feature-based similarity 

measure between a new product and each existing product. 

 

4. RESULTS 

 

 
Fig1: Hit ratio comparison of Existing and Proposed 

 

As above figure states Y axis represents Hit ratio and X axis 

represents No of Recommendations. In the Experiments All 

products are taken which come under antivirus. Total 1000 
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products are taken. All the Information gathered from 

Softpedia website.  

5. CONCLUSION 

Recommended method mines attribute descriptors with regard 

to many items via widely accessible software package 

repositories of solution descriptions and also works by using 

this specific information to find out functions and also the 

interactions.A new ranking technique is added to the existing 

technique. As the experiments clearly show that Proposed 

system hit ratio is increased than compared to existing system. 
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